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RESULTS Cell’s nuclei were comparable including the nucleoli

Cell culture: In primary cultures, Stromal Vascular endosomal vesicles in cell’s cytoplasm. They were mostly
Fraction cells (SVF), namely MSCs, preadipocytes, found in the perinuclear compartment and just before
erythrocytes, smooth muscle and endothelial cells were cell's division they migrate toward to opposite margins. In
noticed (Fig. 1). non-dividing cells (being not during mitosis), they were

Mesenchymal cells proliferate in 10%FBS intensively moving within cell. After 19-20 passages,
environment so they colonized fully available surface in examined cells were less adhesive more flattened and they
about 7-10 days (Fig. 2). During first passage about 3×10 were taking up more place. Population doubling times6

living cells were detached and split to new flasks. Trypan differed from 36 h in passage 3-96 h in passage 16 and
blue staining confirmed almost 97% vitality. In secondary higher. Differentiation assays resulted in appearing of
culture cells were close to rounded of gold-brown colour lipid  droplets  and  calcium  minerals  showed  on  Fig.  4
when examined in  inverted  contrast-phase  microscope. and 5. Immunofluorescence staining showed positive
First day after passage, morphology of cells changed, reactions of all MSC-markers antibodies (Fig. 6).
they were more flattened and create relatively long
cytoplasmic connections with each other. Next day, cells’
morphology was uniform and they were spindle shaped
again. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
immunofluorescence techniques allowed visualizing
precisely the ultrastructure of cultured cells (Fig. 3). Not
only nuclei with prominent nucleoli but also mitochondria
surrounding nucleus, intercellular connections and
secretory granules within individual cells were observed.

Fig. 1: Primary culture of AD-MSC. Visible other cell distinctly flattened morphology, mag. 412x
types, mainly erythrocytes. Contrast-phase
microscope, mag. 100x

Fig. 2: AD-MSC in primary culture expanding surface. Lipid droplets visualized by oil red o staining, mag.
Contrast-phase microscope, mag. 100x 200x

numbers. Precise observations showed movement of

Fig. 3: Scanning electron micrographs; a) appearance of
nucleus and perinuclear area of stem cells. Visible
prominent nucleoli and mitochondria, mag. 1000x;
b) intracellular endosomes relasing its contents,
mag. 2000x; c) Structure and growth pattern of
AD-MSC in secondary culture, mag. 100x; d)
Appearance of stem cells after 19th passages with

Fig. 4: AD-MSC differentiated into adipogenic lineage.
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Fig. 5: AD-MSC differentiated into osteogenic lineage. Fig. 7: Inactive platelets pellet’s scanning electron
Visible characteristic growth pattern and calcium micrograph, mag. 4790x
deposits (red) visualized by alizarin red staining,
mag. 50x

Fig. 6: Immunofluorescence staining of equine stem cells. single AD-MSC, mag. 2000x
a) Morphology of cultured cells with visible actin
chains (green), mitochondria (orange) and showed no clinical improvement with regards to severity
nucleuses (blue), mag. 400x; b) CD29 antigen (red), of lameness. The only improvement noticed at this point
mag. 100x; c) CD44 antigen (green), mag. 200x; d) was  marked  reduction  of  swelling  and  tenderness  of
CD105 antigen (green), mag. 200x the affected area. No systemic or local adverse tissue

Expression of CD90 was less pronounced but still Ultrasound examinations also did not reveal significant
visible. No reaction with CD45 antibody was noticed with improvement, namely hyperechogenic areas consisted
regards to isotype control. Additionally, the morphology with scar tissue formation were still present. In 18th week,
of AD-MSC and platelets together was evaluated by revision showed lameness absence in all experimental
means of scanning electron microscopy. Samples of PRP horses and prominent lameness reduction in control
without AD-MSC addition exhibited mainly the group. Ultrasound examination of horses from
morphology of spherical cells with tiny pseudopodia experimental group indicated complete resolution of the
formation (Fig. 7). Moreover, in some areas the platelets core lesions with no evidence of prior tendon injuries
aggregates were also observed. With regards to were found without findings, consisted with scar
platelets/AD-MSC mixture the trombocytes exhibited more connective tissue (Fig. 9). In horses from control group,
diverse morphology, namely they had a form of spherical despite clinical improvement, thickening of injured tendon
cell with pseudopodia, spread dendritic cells and there region was noticed on palpation, particularly comparing
were also some spread cells noticed (Fig. 8). to opposite leg. Ultrasound examination showed the

Clinical revision: All horses from experimental and digital   flexor   tendons.   Moreover,   in   some   horses
control group at first revision (7th week) after applications there  were  also  hypoechogenic  regions,  consisted with

Fig. 8: Scanning electron micrograph of activated
platelets with visible elongations in a company of

reactions were noticed in horses from experimental group.

existence of hyperechogenic areas within superficial
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